October 8, 2004
Karen D. Cyr, Esq.
General Counsel
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Ms. Cyr:
As you maybe aware, Viacom Inc. ("Viacom"), the corporate successor to CBS
Corporation (formerly known as Westinghouse Electric Corporation), and Westinghouse Electric
Company L.L.C. ("Westinghouse") are adversaries in a commercial arbitration addressing the
scope of Viacom's responsibility for remediation of the Waltz Mill Site in Pennsylvania under an
Asset Purchase Agreement.. O Scmern
14, 2004._the Arbitration Panel, consisting of The
Honorable PatricjiaM. Wald, Gerald Charnoff, Esq., and The Honorable Steven S,_onigman,
issued its ihitiai Arbitration Opinion andOkd-f(" iijil
mpinion and Order"). Among other
things, the Panel ordered that "the parties shall forthwith jointly file with the NRC a copy of this.
Initial Arbitration Opinion and Order." Initial Opinion and Order at pg. 31. Accordingly, a copy
of the Initial Opinion and Order is enclosed.
The Initial Opinion and Order also ordered that the parties jointly request that the NRC
answer questions posed by the arbitration panel. Initial Opinion and Order at pg. 32. The Initial
Opinion and Order recog0ized that the NRC woulddcgidg.the proqedures to be follawed
.
- .
answering the specfied quetons, but also requested that N_ .... '...
i
would
",d - heard. Initial Opinion and Order at pg. 32. Accordingly,
undersigned counsel for the parties are also writing to request a meeting with you as soon as
practicable to discuss ho the..parties mighpart.icipate in th~eproces•.•
Ce-e ides to follow
•in preparing answers to the Panel's questions.
The parties are discussing possible procedurm Ato s bgg&t tbd th NRC. M
Tey have,
however, ahiaay arehe.amafre,-c vifimie.diaefy, there shouild b no conmim-itations to
anyone at the NRC concerning any matter relevant to the answers to the Panel's questions other
than through the process ultimately adopted by the NRC; thiat is. the parties have ageed that
neither party would make any communication to the NIRT;: vout any matter relevant to the
answers-tO n'te Pir,'el's questions except with timely notice to and opjprtunitv for the other vart"
"to partiipat.
ic
exc --ti-n
bu-obe
rfbii-acensee's urgent communications to the NRC
"aou0tasafttyproblem when advance or contemporaneous notice to the other party is
impossible, but in such an event the other party would be informed of the communication as
soon as practicable after it occurs.
Undersigned counsel for the parties will contact your office in the near future to establish
a mutually acceptable date and time for the meeting requested in this letter. Thank you for your
consideration.

September 14, 004
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IMIPAL ARBTRATION OPJNION AND ORDER
L _.NTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
This arbitration involves a dispute between Claimant Westinghouse Electric
Company LLC ("Westinghouse") and Respondent Viacom, Inc. ("Viacom") arising uin er
a 1998 Asset Purchase Apeement ("APA)' in which Westinghouse's parent company,
Rnusn Nuczear Fucis plc (CBNFL"),agreed to pmuhase the Energy Systerns Business
Unit of Viacom's predecessor, CBS Corporation ("CBS"). A division of the Energy
Systems Business Unit used the Waltz Mill Service Center ("Waltz Mill"), an 95 acre a te
southeast ofPittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to provide services to commercial nuclear powe
plants. Some buildings and soil at Waltz Mill were contaminated with radioactive wasl
following an accidcnt in 1960 in a nuclear test reactor that CBS had built at Waltz Milli
before it began using the property to service nuclear power plants.
As explained in detal] below, Westinghouse and CBS agreed in Section S.1(a)
the APA that CBS would retain responsibility for cleaning up some of this so-called

1
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I

'legacy conitamination" at Waltz Mill in accordance with "approvals received and to•e
received" by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") in connection with two P
that CBS had prepared and submitted to the NRC. These two Plans were (I) the ,TR,2

Decommnissioning Plan," which addressed the removal of the damaged test reactor v ejl
and biological shield, and (2) the "SNM-770 Rerediatioa Plan," which addressed th
remediation of contaminated soil areas and "retired facilitics" that were not being use as
part of the 6ngoing nuclear services business. At the time of the negotiation and
execution of (be APA, neither ofthese Plans.had been approved by the NRC.
p

The Parties also agreed, in Secti.on 8.8 of the APA, that "[a]ny dispute as to th

scope of the work or the tpe of Remedial Action ... or the mwtters concerning the W iltz
Mill Service Center described In [Section3.l(a) of the APA] ... shall be settled by
arbitration in accordance with the Commercial Rules of the American Arbitration
Association." On November 8. .fl

,VW•eihouse invoked that arbitration clause, fi ng

a Demand for Arbitration and Statement of Claim that alleged that Viacom (whict

1

acquired CBS in 2000) had breached its obligations under the APA by fhilinjt.co

em . -

the remedial measures required urnder the TR-2 and SNM-770 Plans that NMC had

l

Asexplained

approved, with some modifications. followinexecution of the AP

detail below. Westinghouse's bpq~ioal co~ntcn 664.0Aat rsIýr breached its obllgatns
under theAPA by++f,.ipg+. teo.
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milflion; (2)declare that Viacom will be financially responsible for any additional
remedial measures required by the NRC pursuant to the Plans; (3)declare that becauie of
Viacom'sbreach, Westiughouseis not contractually obligated to accept transfer of thi
forme" test reactor facilities that remain following removal of the test reactor and
biological shield as specified in the TR-2 and SNM-770 Plans; and (4) grant
Wcstinghouse an award of attorneys' fees and costs.
On December 16,2002, Viacom filed Respondent's Answiring Statement,
Dcfenses, Counterclaims, and Prayer for Reliet As described in detail below, Viacor 's
pr cipal.contention is.th t• bt n.. ical rie ria in:its June.19,.1998.letter
_ver-. xwrt%*,rIt&al

-tothel IRI

ahd that hialer levels of contamination are permitted in the r;-ied

facilities as long as the remaining contamination Is "as low as reasonanynactavanie("ALARA"). Viacom therefore denies that It has breached its obligations under the A 'A
afid instead claims that it is Westinghouse who has breached its obligations under the
APA .
After extensive discovery, both parties filed motions for dispositive relief on At il
22,2004. Thais Arbitration Panel heard oral trgument on the motions on May 20,2004
and the following day iss.ed an order denying those motions without prejudice.to the

In particular, Viacom seeks (1) a declaration that Westinghousc must accept transfe
of the test.reactor facilities or pay damages of at least $1 0 million to remediate those
facilities to the NRC's license termination criteria; (2) an award ofdamages for
unnectssamy voik ihat Westinghouse allegedly required Viacom to perform and for

interfering with Viacom's ability to communicate with the NRC about the remediaton;

and (3) an order that Westinghouse return equipment Viacom used for remediation at e

Waltz Mill site or compensate Viacom for the equipment. The June 2004 hearing was
limited to the questions identified in the prt-hearing order, s;
no evidence presented about these claims.
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at 4-5. and there v as
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resubmission at a later stage of the proceeding? The May21, 2004 order also specified
that the Panel would convene a hearing on June 15, 2004, to rective evidence and
testimony exclusively with respect to the following issues:
(I) The nature of the compromise that led to the development of Section 8.1(a) of
the APA. Particularly, who participated in the negotiation and drafting of this Secrioui,
and what was the intent of each such participant with respect to this Section.
(2) Section 8.1(a) of the APA refers to "remedial measures... as may be
required by and are in accordance with approvals received or to be received from the
NRC (the 'Plans')." What was the intent of the Parties with respect to the meaning ofthe
quoted words? Were the Parties referring to NRC "approvals" of(l) the Plans; (b)th•
rcme•iation criteria; and/or (c) satisfactory completion of the remediation?
(3) In the attachment to the June 19, 1998 letter to the NRC, why did.CBS sej
forth in two separate paragraphs the "criteria applicable to inactive restricted areas which
may be used for frtore licensed activities within buildings that are used for other
pfincipal licensed activities"? Who drafted and reviewed the June 19, 1998 letter and4
attachment prior to their submission ot the NRC? Did the author(s) consider placing the
lost two sentcnces of the second paragraph of the criteria in a separate third paragraph7 if
so, why did they decide to place thdse sentences in the tecond paragraph instead?
I In the May 21 2004 Order, we also denied Viacom's motion Inlimine, which sought to
exclude from the hearing evidence of the ncgotiating and drafting history of Sections,
_.
8.1(a) and 8.2(x) of the APA. hxmaovwY~,.ewwas sufficent arabiuity abo,,**-b-Ut
in
hrq~ftd4-md-en=
x
n
sja-at
..
meanweg
"renuciaI
mear ISfafhw~orcls
accordance with approvals received or to be received from the NRC ('the Plans')" in:
Section 9.1(a) of the APA to justify the use, of extrinie evidence to clarify the intent bf,' the parties with respect to the scope of Viacom's remediation obligations under the
"Waltz Mill Compromise" incorporated in that section. See. • Alexander.&
Alexander Servs., Inc. v. These 16 Certain Underwriters at Llovd's, London, 136 F.3d 82,

86 (2d Cir. 199B).
4

(4) Have there been any instances in which the NRC authorized a rcguated 1 arty
to use the ALARA principle to allow exposures above limits specified in NRC-approIPed
site-specific plans or NRC regulations? Describe those instances.
(5) What financial commitments or assurances were made, or proposed to be
made, to the NRC by each Party concerning the remediation at Waltz Mill, Pennsyl

ia?

What was the negotiation history of any such commitments orassuranoes; what was tcir
purpose and scope; and what are the conditions and procedures fbr their release by tfi
NRC? The Parties shall provide the Panel with copies of all documents concerning s chcommitments or assurances.
A hearing on these questions was held over five days between June 15 and Jur
21, 2004, and the Parties submitted post-hearing memoranda on July 9.2004. This
opinion answers those questions based on the evidence and post-bearing memoranda.

II. FACTUAL FINDINGS
A. Bgckground
1. In the 1950s, CBS built and began operating a nuclear test reactor on the WItt
Mill site pursuant to a TR-2 license from the NRC.! Following an accident in the test
reactor that significantly contaminated portions of the Waltz Mill site in 1960, CBS
permanently shut down the test reactor in 1962. The following year, the NRC amende
the TR-2 license to authorize CBS to oossess the test reactor and related radioactive
materitl. but nnt to opeate the reactor. fJL.Ex. 41, In the Matter ofWestingbouse

3 CBS was originally named Westinghouse Electric Corporation, but to avoid confusi on
with Claimant Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, we refer to the entities that owne
and operated Waltz Mill prior to the execution ofthe APA as "CBS." We use the term
'Westinghouse" to refer to the claimant in this arbitration.
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ElectriC Company LLC. Waltz Mill Service Center. Madison. PA, Nuclear Regulatclry
Commission Docket No. 70-698 (Directors Decision under 10 CP, 2.206, Aug. 264
'703). at 5 [•ceaftcr "NRC Directot's Decision").
2. In the 1980s, CBS began to use the Waltz Mill site for its nuclearservices,
business. In order to conduct this business, CBS obtanod the SNM.770 license fro

the

NRC, which authorized CBS to possess and use radioactive materials at Waltz Mill vith
the exception of the reactor facilities covered by the TR-2 liense). See Jt. Ex. 41, NC
Director' Decision, at 5.
3. In 1990, the NRC placed Waltz Mia on its Site Decommissioning
Management Plan ("SDMP") list, because the site had significant contamination in
soils that created the potential for oftThe groundwater containination. $

It.Ex.41,

NRC Director's Decision, at 6. As a result, CBS got "a lot ofattentior" from the NRd
and was told to follow on "Action Plan" that identified a sequence of specific actions 1
be taken by licensees on the SDMF list. Testimony of'A. Joseph Nardi, June 15, 20

at

249.50.
4. Thus, in November 1996, CBS submitted the SNM-770 Remediation Plan
the NRC to addressremediation of the soils and the retired facilities covered by the
SNM-770 license. Nardi Testimony, at 250. The SNM-770 Remediation Plan states tat
it is not a decommissioning plan, because CBS wis riot seeking to terminate the SNM770 license but rather would continue to conduct licensed nuclear services operations ca
the site. At.Ex. 41, NRC Director's Decision, at 7. Therefore, the "objective ofthe Pint
is to rernediate retired facilities and soil areas to the extent considered prudent for the

I.

I.

continued licensed operations at the site." Jr. Ex. 1,Waltz Mill Facility SNM-770
Remediation Plan (Rev. 0, Nov. 27, 1996), at 1-2.
5. In July 1997, CBS submitted the TR-2 Decommissioning Plan to the NR{ to
"address the activities rcquird to terminate the TR-2 License," such as "removal of. e
remaining reoctor vessel internal contents, the reactor vessel, and the biological shie d."
It. Ex. 2, Westinghouse Test Reactor, TR-2 Final Decommissioning Plan (Rev. 0. 1' y
25, 1997), at 1.-.

Once that decommissioning work is done, the TR.-2 license will b

terminated and the residual radioactive material and facilities will be transferred to tile
SNM-770 license. B; e also It. Ex. 41, NRC Director's Decision, at 7.
Decontamination of tht,facilities transferred to the SNM-770 license iq to be comnle
by CBS in accorda.ce withe "approved acceptance cnrtea assp"

n

faciities in the M-770 Rmediation Plan." It.Ex. 2, TR-2 Decommissioning PlanIat
B. The etotlation and•e cutioi of Section R.1(a) of the APA (issues

I

2)

6. In early 1998, before the NRC had approved either the SNM-770 Renmedial on

Plan or the TR-2 Decommissioning Plan. CBS decided to sell its Energy Systemsroai
Business Unit. In May 1998, a consortium consisting of Morrison Knudsen Corprt
and BNFL (hereafter referred to collectively as "BNFL") submitted an offer. S

t. E-

10. CBS subsequently began to negotiate with BNFL, but the parties soon reached in
impasse over the test reactor and retired faciliies at Waltz Mill. Because CBS planne to
exit the nuclear business and focus on its rnedia operations, it wanted BNFL to acqui

all

of the facilities at Waltz Mill, including those that were not currently in use, and to
assume responsbility for all of the remediation work that needed to be done at the sitell

7

I
Z; Testimony of William Wall, June 17,2004, at 726; Testimony of Peter Rodgers,jJune
15, 2004, at 47. BNFL, on the otherhand, initially refused to take the test reactor in
retired facilities at Waltz Mill because they were not part of the ongoing nuclear aervIcs
business that BNFL desird to purchase, andBONFL did not want to assume the large and
potentially uncertain costs of remediating these facilities. 5

45;
Rodgers Testimony. a&(

Wall Testimony, at 775.
7. During the course of intense negotiations in the offices of CBS's outside
counsel in New York, lawyers for both parties reached a compromise. Lawyers for C•BS
proposed that if BNFL would agre to take the ntire Waltz Mill sit; including the tqt
reactor and other retired facilities, CBS would complete ibe remediation of those

I

facilities in accordance with the TR-2 and SNM-770 Plans, as approved by the NRC. Lee
Rodgers Testimony, at 49-50; Testimony of Michael Sweeney, June 17,2004, at 500-j11;
Wall Testimony, at 727.
8. During these negotiations, the CBS lawyers repeatedly stressed that the Plahs
pending before the NRC (which had not yet been approved) were not designed to

I

temediate the retired facilities to tho "free release" standard that the NRC would meiz
upon license termination. Insteaa, nie rans proposedR pr

UtIr.wh_
.r~meiation,

CBS would remediate the facilities to render them suitable for future licensed use undir
the SNM-770 license. See. L. Sweeney Testimony, at 512-13; Wall Testimony, at 7F7.
-I

Final decommissioning of these facilities upon the cessation oflicensed activities and the
termination of the SNM-770 license would be BNFL's responsibility. S; LL., Rodgmrs
Testimony, ut 88; Wall Testimony, at 727.

BI

9. After much discussion, lawyers for DNFL agreed that CBS's proposed
compromise would get BNFL where it "needed to go, which was to have the benefit cjf
such parts of Waltz Mill as were involved in the service business, anh-bave the lega.c
[contamination] taken cart of bythe predecessor." Rodgers Testimony, at 54-55. Th
lawyers then began hzmmenng outr anguage to insert into the APA.

ee

Xt. Ex. 13

at ýM 001 0001712 (CBS's initial proposal contained in Rider 10 to the draft APA); t.
Ex. 14. at SM 005 0002222-23 (changes made by counsel to BNFL).
10. In the end, lawyers for CBS and BNFL agreed upon language that became the
penultimate paragraph of Section 8.1(a) of the APA, which was executed by the partitis
on June 25, 1998. That paragraph states, in relevant part:
Notwithstanding any other limitation in this Section 8.1, with respect to
the Waltz Mill Service Center, CBS shall, at its sole cost and expense,
implement all remedial measures, including removal and decontamination
activities, as may be required by and are in accordance with approvals
received or to be received from the NRC (the "laus") (x) in those ares of
the Waltz Mill Service Center identified in the Plans as "Retired

Facilities' and (y) which are associated with the termination of the TR-2

NRC Li=cseM which Plans tre incorporated herein by reference. CBS
shall have the gvonalw and sole and exclusive anthor;tv t, ni.egotitr

-rWii'ianc're-spondto to"NRC.... wicb resjgi~t o an isues Wliehinhy
Wrise ujg*nemtainof-the Plans ... CBS shaill continue to be

oougor with respe to rtsponsioility and nwzility for implementing the
Plans and shall so advise the NRC. Purchaser shall have the right, at its
sole cost and expense, to review and provide CBS with written comments
in a reasonable time prior to transmission of'plans, reports and
submissions to the NRC... and CBS shall review and in good faith
consider any of Purchases comments on such plans, reportv and
submissions. Any dispute between CBS and Purchaser with respect to
such plans, reports and submissions shall be addressed in the manner set
forth in Section$8.8 of this Agreement (Arbitration of Certain
Environment labilidtes). Notwithsianding any leasehold interest,
Purchaser shall afford CBS, its agents, employees, contractors,
subcontractors and other representatives reasonable access to the Waltz
Mill Service Center from and after the Closing, until such time as the
Plans have been completed and NRC has qp•weompleaion.ofi*e
Plans....

9

JA. x. 17, at 110-1l.
1I. The APA states that CBS is obligated to complete the remediation in
accordance with approvals "received or to be received from the NRC" because, whe the
APA was nenotiated and signed in June 1998, the NRC had not yet approved either t
TR-2 Plan or the SNM-770 Plan. S

e.g., Rodgers Testimony, at 98; Testimony of ksa

Campagna, June 15, 2004, at 173; Sweeney Testimony, at 558-59; Wall Testimony, r

{

734. At that point, CBS had submittad the Plans to the NRC for approval, had hired
remediation contractor and begun doing some preliminary work under specific NRC

approvals, and was communicating with the NRC about the ultimate criteria to be use d in
the remedintion. M7ardi Testimony, at 253-57.
12. The lawyers who negotiated the APA for CBS and BNFL had no detaile
understanding of these Plans orthe ongoing discussions that were occurring between
NRC staff and the CBS employees at Waltz Mill. e

M..Rodgers Testimony, at 5

Sweeney Testimony, at 511-12, 544. But they did understand and aareeibotheuzltl

at&.

rrmediation-standard-thatCBS would be oblinted to mee under the APA would be týe
standard required by the NRC in the process of approving the Plans. As Mike Sweeny,
a lawyer for CBS testified, the "deal was that we were going to do what Was required
under the Plans, as approved by the NRC ....

[W]e understood that that was a livin

breathing document To the extent that the NRC required us to do additional things, i 3at
was a risk we were taking." Sweeney Testimony, at 558-59. Peter Rodgers, a lawye1 for
BNFL, similarly testified that "to the extent that the NRC said this plan is good as frtis it
goes, but there re duhce more things that (CBS] ought to do,* then CBS would have t do
those additional things. Rodgers Testimony, at 122. On the other hand, Mr. Rodge
II

also

recognized that the NRC might not "approve a plan that did what our client wanted tI
come out of this."

.jL at 123. But the bargain was that BNFL "had to take" what the'

NRC ordered, "so if the NRC said dirty is fine, [BNFL] would have unfortunately haN to
live with it." Id.

C.

Transfer of the SNM-770 LIcense and Financial Assurances to thei
NBC After COosfnE (Issue 5)

13. After execution of the APA, CBS filed an application with the NRC to
transfer the SNM-770 license to Westinghouse. Included in that application was a letjer

from CBS (which had been the subject of extensive negotiation with BNFL) explainir/
that under the APA, CBS has agreed to "retain certain, but not total, responsibility for,
decontaminating certain facilities at the Waltz Mill Service Center.' It. Ex. 24, Letter
froom Louis J. Briskman to NRC (Sept. 28,1998), at 2. Specifically, the letter explain d
that CBS agreed to rernediate the retired facilities at Waltz Mill "as may be required b
and are in accordance with approvals it is currently seeking" under the SNM-770
Remediation Plan submitted to the NRC. IM.Until the remediation activities "under d e
Plans are completed with respet to the Retired Facilities and the NRC approves
completion of the Plans," the letter continued, "CBS will be financially responsible fo
such rtmediation and will provide the decommissioning financial assurances" requircc by
NRC regulations. Id. The letter therefore requested that the NRC (I) rely on CBS to
complete the remediation of the retired facilities, end (2) acknowledge that "CBS will
have primary responsibility and authority to negotiate with end respond to the NRC"

II

about the "completion of remediation activities" and "any issues that may arise in
connection therewith." U at 4.
14. On March 10, 1999, the NRC authorized the transfer of the SNM-770 license
from CBS to Westinghouse, but with some modifications froma the CBS proposal. At Ex.

113. Although the NRC recognized that "CBS has a contractual agreement with the
buyers to retain financial responsibility for decommissioning and/or decontaminatin"
certain facilities associated" with the SNM-770 license, it stated that it will bold
Westinghouse, as the new liccnsee, "responsible for all requirements and conditions" f
its license, "including financial responsibility for decommissioning.' Id. The NRC
agreed, however, to "notify CBS, as well as the licensee, on matters related to
decommissioning and/or decontamination" undtr the SNM-770 license. Id
15. On March 30, 1999, CBS and Westinghouse filed letters of credit and
standby trusts agreements with the NRC to-provide financial assurance for the inacti]
and active facilities covered by the SNM-770 limese. A:. Ex. 114. Viacom posted a
$10,401,000 letter otcredit for the inactive facilities that were the subject of the SNM1

770 Remediation Plan while Westinghouse provided a $13,650,000 letter of credit foA
the active fhcilities.4 A?. Ex. 120.
16. Viacom's letter of credit to the NRC is not collateral for its obligation to
Westinghouse to complete the rcmediation work required under the APA. Nothing in e

' The NRC also continues to hold the S13,948,000 letter of credit that CBS posted in
1996 for the decommissioning of the TR-2 facilities pursuant to the TR-2 license that
CBS (now Viacom) continues to hold. Jt. Ex. 120. In 2003, Westinghouse increased is
letter of credit for the active facilities governed by the SNM-770 license to S20,093,00O
1
to cover now buildings it constructed at Waltz Mill. At. Ex. 120.
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Standby Trust Agreement orNRC regulations would authorize Westinghou se to draw on
the letter of credit that Viacom gave to the NRC. Compagna Testimony, at 189-91.
17. The NRC will only draw on a letter of credit if the licensee is unable or
unwilling to complete its obligations under the license. Inthe very few instances where
NRC has done this, the licensee was already in bankruptcy or having significant financial
difficulties. Direct Testimony ofJames Lieberman, at 16-20.

D. NRC Anproval of',the Plins" (Isue 3)
18. As the parties anticipated, the NRC did not approve the.SNM-770
Remediation Plan in exactly the form proposed by CIS.' In a letter dated June 10, 1
the NRC stated that the Plan's proposal to remnediate the retired facilities so that they ' o
longer requir[e] radiation protection controls for high radiation areas or airborne
radioactive materials orcas" was not sufficient to show that "a reasonable effort has b n
made to reduce residual contamination to as low as reasonably achievable levels." It. -x.
67, Letter from Marie Miller to Joseph Nardi (June 10, 1998), at 1. The NRC concluded,
however, that the remediation of the retired facilities could be performed safelyunderthe
existing SNM-770 license ifCBS were to "provide specific criteria for these retired aeras
based upon proposed future use of areas."

19. In an Attachment to a letter dated June 18, 1998, CBS responded by
proposing the follow criteria:

The NRC did approve the TR-2 Plan on September 30, 1998, after receiving
It. Ex. 41, NRC
supplemental information from CBS in March and July 1998. 3ee
Director's Decision, at 7. The Plan was revised in January 2000 to add a third option for
removal of the reactor vessel, ld.

13
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I.

a)

Critera Aplicable to Inactive Restricted Artas Which
May Re Used For Future Liensed Activities Within
Buildings That Art Used for Other Princinal Licenrsed
Activitie
Surfaces or equipment within buildings that are being
remediated from inactive (retired) areas to rcstricted areas
which may be used for future use under the license will be
decontaminated to levels which do not exceed four times
the unrestricted rtlelas criteria for total cbnedmnation
(fixed plus removable) specified in Section 10.6.1(f) of the
license application. The criteria for removable
contamination will be consistent with the limits specified in
Section 10.6.1(f) of the license application.
A reasonable effort shall be made to remove inactive (no
potential for future use) contaminated pipes, drain lines, or
ductwork within thesea reas. If complete removal is
impractical or a future licensed use isfeasible, the interior
surfaces will be cleaned to the extent reasonably
achievable. The final criteria will be esablished on a case
by case basis, justified using nn ALARA approach, and
approved by the Radiation Safety Officer and, incertain
cases, the Radiation Safety Committee..
These areas will continue to be maintained as restricted
areas under the license until released for unrestricted use in
accordance with the criteria specified inb) below.

b)

Criteria Arplicable to Inactive Areas Which Will Not.Be
Used for Future Li-ensed Activities
Areas within buildings and separate buildings that are being
converted over from inactive (retired) areas to urestricted
areas within the controlled area of the Walt Mill Site will
be decontaminated to levels which do not exceed the
unrestricted release criteria specified InSection 10.6.1() of
the license application....

Jt. Ex. 74, Attachment to Letter from Joseph Nardi to Marie Miller (June 19, 1998), at1l.
20. This June 19, 1998 letter and Attuchnmen were drafed by Joe Nardi, CBS•f
license administrator, with assistance from Wayne Vogel, who was CBS's Radiation
Safety Officer at Waltz Mill. Although the letter was sent while CBS and Westinghou•e

14

lawyers wer negotiating ovey the terms of the APA, its contents were not discussed 1 ith
Westinghouse before it was sent to the NRC. Nardi Testimony, at 260-61.
21. In draffing the June 19,1998 letter and Attachment on behalf or CBS, Mr.
Nardi sought to come up with a straightforward approach that would be accepted withut
another round of questions from the NRC. Nardi Testimony, at 264. CBS needed l4
approval ofthe remediation criteri&before the end of August, when its contractor woufd
be finished with the preliminary work and would be ready to begin the remediation wcjrk
at the site. IfCBS did not have NRC approval by then, it would have to demobilizen tl

rediation pToject at "considerable expeise." Y_ at 261-62; L •eso Testimony of"
Wayne Vogel, at 415.
22. The SNM-770 license provides specific levels of removable contaminatior
that are permitted on surfaces and equipment in the operational areas of the Waltz MiY
site. Jt. Ex. 61, at 10-14, 10-15. But for fixed contamination (which is radioactivity ft
remains on a surface after repeated decontamination attempts have failed to remove it)
the SNM-770 license contains an "ALARAP standard, under which fixed contaminati
is to be "as low as reasonably achievable." Y, ar 10-16; see "Is Nardi Testimony, at

266.
23. Although NRC had indicated that the remediation work could be done undx
the SNM-770 license, Mr. Nardi did not believe that the NRC would accept a gencric
"ALARA" standard as the standard for remediation of the retired facilities, because the
NRC's June 10, 1998 letter had asked CBS to provide "specific criteria.* Nardi
Testimony, at 269. Thus, Mr. Nardi and Mr. Vogcl looked at the characterizadon rep
for the surfaces in the active facilities, which revealed radiation levels on surfaces, aft

is

routine decontamination, that weire typically less than "4x", or four times the amoun of
radiation specified in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.86.6 Nardi Testimony, at 271-74.
Moreover, CBS had been able to achieve those radiation levels, "relatively simply.

1 ne

pass of the scabbling or something else" would generally clean a contaminated surfa e in
the operating facilities to less than 4x LL at 305.
24. Therefore, Mr. Nardi and Mr. Vogel chose the 4x criteria for surfaces in
retired facilities that may be Used for futnre licerised activities because, in their view, the
4x criteria could be achieved by CBS without difficulty and would be acceptable to d e
NRC as consistent with operations under the SNM-770 license. Nardi Testimony, at 305;
Vogel Testimony, at 436-37.
25. In contrast, Mr. Nardi and Mr. Vogel were concerned that they would fh
more difficulty when trying to decontaminate pipes, drain lines and duct work, becau e
these areas were not easily accessible to decontaminate and might be embedded in
concrete and thus be difficult to remove.- Nardi Testimony, at 307-08; Vogel Testimi ly,
at 413. Therefore, Mr. Nardi and Mr. Vogel believed hat separate criteria were
necessary to give CBS "some added flexibility" to deal with the pipes, drain lines and
duct work. Nardi Testimony, at 307-08. Consequently, they drafted the second
paragraph of the (a) criteria of the Attachment to the June 19,1998 letter to deal with
these so-called "penetrations." in particular, they reprcsented that a reasonable attemp
would be made to remove inactive, contaminated pipcs, drain lines or ductwork, but if

'NRC Regulatory Guide 1.86 contains specific, numerical contamination limits for
facilities and equipment that are to be released for unrestricted use, which occurs upon,
the termination of a NRC license. These contamination limits are incorporated into th•
SNM-770 license as well. JIL Ex. 61, at 10-15; •.•e also Nardi Testimony, at 294-96.
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complete removal is "impractical," the interior surfhces will be cleaned "to the extent
reasonably achievable" using an ALARA approach. Ex. 74, Attacbment, at 1.

.

26. In a letter dated August 21, 1998, the NRC responded that the Attachmentjto
CBS's June 19, 1998 letter "provides acceptable criteria for residual contamination, bated
upon your proposed future uses for the areas." Jt, Ex. 78, Letter from Mark C. Roberti.to
Joseph Nardi. The NRC letter further explained that these decontamination activities
"can be safely performed under the present terms and conditions ofyour license." Ld,
Although the NRC letter did not approve the SNM-770 Remediation Plan or amend th,
SNM-770 license, the letter did permit the remedi.tion of the retired facilities to proomd
under the license in accordance with the criteria specified in the Attachment to the Jun'
19, 1998 letter. IdL
D. The Dts1nute Over the Remedlation at.Waltz MNll
27. The dispute involved in this arbitration arose after CBS began the
remediation, when it becamc apparent that many surfaces in the retired re

could not e

cleaned to the 4x standard simply by scabbling the surface once or twice, as Mr. Nardi
and Mr. Vogel had anticipated. As early as Novcmber 1998, Broadus Bowman, the C S
employe responsible for overseeing the remediation of the retired facilities at Waltz
Mill, advised Richard Smith, the manager of environmental mediation at CBS, that in
some areas it "is requiringlwill require additional removal efforts to get under this 4x
ctiteria." Jt. Ex. 89. By late 2000 or carly 2001, it becanme clear to Viacomn (which hac
subsequently purchased CBS) and to Westinghouse (which was acting as Viacom's agc t
to oversee the remediation work done by several contractors) that there were also
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"practical, technical limitations" to meeting 4x in some areas of the retired facilities.
Testimony of Richard Smith, at 1067.
28. At that time, however, Viacom did not go to the NRC, explain the difficu ties
it was encountering in the rcmediation, and seek relief from the 4x standard. Viacom
claims that it did not do so because it could not reach agreement with Westinghouse
about approaching the NRCjointly, and it was uncertain of its authority to go to the T1
RC
unilaterally. Smith Testimony, at 1069-70.
29. Instead, Viacom took the position that the 4x criteria for surfaces of retire
facilities that have a potential future licensd use contained in paragraph (a) of the
Attachment to the June 19, 1998 letter wau simply &goal, and that higher levels of.
radiation are permitted if an ALARA analysis demonstrates that these higher.levels ar as
low as reasonably achievable. §M Ig&,Smith Testimony, at 1109-11; Bowman
Testimony, at 968. Westinghouse disagreed, arguing that Viacorm needed to do
additional work to decontraminate all surfaces in retired facilities with a potential for
future licensed use to 4x. Smith Testimony, at I11011.
30. Westinghouse also asserted that it would not use these retired facilities for1
future licensed activities, and, therefore, Viacom had to remediate them to the "Ix," or
fr=e release, criteria mentioned in para=Srph (b)of the Attachment to the June 19, 1991
letter. Smith Testimony, at 1104. In come instances, where there was not a large
incremental cost difference between remediating the surface to 4x and to Ix, Viecom
instructed the remediarion contractor to do the additional work to remediate the suifac to
Ix. 1j.; gee also A. Ex. 34, Letter from Marlene Jackson to William Wall (Feb. 20,
2001), at 2. But for the remaining areas, Viacom took the position that its commitmeri
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under the APA and the Plans had always been to conduct a partial remediation to bri g

the facilities to the point where they could be used for future licensed activities, and
was never contemplated that the facilities would be remediared to free release. &;
Ex. 35. Letter from William Wall to Marlene Jackson (March 14,2001) at 2.
31. Unable to come to an accommodation with Westinghouse, Viacom decid dto
demobilize the remediation team and halt remediation activities in or around late 200
Smith Testimony, at 1112-13. The NRC Inspection Report, dated April22, 2004,
characterizes this decision as one in which Viacom 'suspended" remediation activiti
Ex.
Xt.50, NRC Inspection Report, at 5. Significantly, both the NRC and the Parties
agree that the 'as left" conditions of the test reactor facilities nd the retir•d facilities t
Waltz Mill "do not present a threat to the public health and safety or common defense
and security.N Jt Ex. 41, NRC Diiecors Decision, at 12; LM •lso ,iý,at 14.
32. In November 2002, Westinghouse commenced this arbitration proceeding to
resolve the parties' dispute about whether Viacom has satisfied its rtmediation
obligations under Section 8.1(a) of the APA.
33. Since that time, Viacom has filed several submissions with the NRC that I
pertinent to tbis dispute:
(1) On October 29, 2002, Viacom petitioned the NRC to terminate the
TR-2 license and declare that Vincorn's obligations under the TR-2 Decommissioning
Plan have been satisfied. Jt. Ex. 41, NRC Directors Decision, at 2. That petition is
currently pending before the NRC. Ij at 18.
SSubsequently, the NRC asked Viacom for additional information about the status of
the TR-2 facilities and Viacom responded "with a detailed report on the as left conditi, ns
of the TR-2 facilities." Smith Testimony, at 1076. In addition, Westinghouse submitt
papers arguing that Viacom has nor completed its obligations under the TR-2 Plan,
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(2) On March 8, 2004, Viacon submittcd reports describing the as-lift
conditions of the process drain line and the retired fcilities covered by the SNM-77(
Remediation Plan. IR.Ex. 48. On April 22, 2004, the NRC responded by saying tbal
these documents were being maintained because they may be useful in a future licen ing
8ctron or for inspection of Westinghouse's operationsunder the SNM-770 license.! J '.

Ex. 49.

UL. COrcIN•SMNS
34. Although it clearly viewed the August 21,1998 letter from the NRC as a
approval to begin remdiation work in accordance with the criteria in the Attachment'ro
the June 18, 1998 letter, Viacom spent much time at the hearing arguing that the crite is
in the Attachment to the June 19, 1998 letter were only an "unenforceable commitme t"
to the NRC, not a binding "NRC requircment," until Westinghouse unilaterally
incorporated them into the SNM-770 license by filing them with the license renewal
application in 2000. A Viacorn's Post-Hearing Mernornda at 4. We are not p

med

that this is trae, and, in any event, it is beside the point. The NRC views the criteria ir
the Attachment to the June 19. 1998 letter as having revised the criteria in the original
because Viacom removed only a portion of the biological shield, while Westinghouse
believes that the Plan requires removal of the entire biological shield. I.d Viacom
believes that the NRC now'has the information it needs to decide the pending petition o
terminate the TR-2 license and determine whether Viacom has satisfied its obligations

under the TR-2 Decommissioning Plan. Id.
9 The NRC also said that additional documents that Viacom submitted concerning the
groundwater monitoring program (which isnot at issue in this aTrbitration proceeding)
wcre "interpreted as a request for an amendment for NRC License No. SNM-770." Jr.

Ex. 49. But because Westinghouse now holds the SNM-770 license, the NRC said thai it
would not treat documents submitted by Viacom (a third party) as a request to amend
Westinghouse's license. Therefore, the NRC said that it was retaining the information {or

use inlater licensing actions or inspections of Westingbouse's activities under the BNN 770 license. Id
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SNM-770 Remediation Plan, and it views its August 21, 1998 letter approving those]
criteria as an approval of this revised section of the Plan, which permitted the remedirton

to begin. f JL Ex. 41, NRC Director's Decision, at 6. The NRC also states that it
approved the remainder of the Remediation Plan, as revised, inAmendment #21 to.tl
SNM-770 license on January 19, 2000. 14, at 6-7. Thus, it appears to us that the S
770 Remediation Plan, as revised through various documents including CBS's June 1
1998 letter to the NRC, became part of the license inAmendment #21 in January 20
and was thereby approved by the NRC.
35. But even if the June 19, 1998 letter were not incorporated into the license.
until later, it is clea that the NRC's approval, on August 21, 1998, of the remediation:
criteria contained inthe Attachment to the June 19, 1998 letter was an "approval" wifin
the'meaning of Section 8.1(a) of the APA. Thus, under the APA, CBSNiaoom is(ani
since August 21, 1998 has been) obligated to complete the remediation of the retired
facilities in accordance with these criteria, unless and until the criteria are modified by
the NRC or the NRC grants some form of relief from them.
36. As explained above, Westinghouse and Viacom have differeht interpretati ns
of the criteria listed insection (a) of the Attachment to the June 19, 1998 letter.

Westinghouse maintains that Viacom isobligated to decontaminate to 4x all surfaces
retired facilities that may be used for future licensed activities, while Viacom maintain
that 4x was simply a goal, and that an ALARA analysis can be used to justify higher

levels of surface contamination.
' Mrior to that time, the criteria would have been a "written commitment" that the NRC

would have expected its licensee to honor. Testimony of James Liebenman, June 16,
2004, at 454-55. If a licensee fails to fulfill acommitment, the NRC may issue an order
to make the commitment an enforceable requirement. Id.at 455.
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37. We believe that Westinghouse's interpretation is correct. The plain langtage
of the fi•st paragraph of the (a) criteria in the Attachment states only that surfaces in.
rctired areas that may be used for future licensed activities "will be decontaminated to
levels, which do not exceed (4x]." .t. Ex. 74, Attachment, at 1. The paragraph does not
even mention ALARA, much less expressly state that an ALA1.A analysis will be usid in
those situations where it proves to be difficult to achieve the 4x criteria.
38. That is in marked contrawt to the next paragraph, which describes proccdults
for dealing with contaminated pipes, drain lines, or ductwork within areas that may b
used for future licensed activities. This second paragraph specifically states that the

'hnal criteria" for pipes, drain )ines, or ductwork "will be established on a case by cast
basis, justifed using an ALARA approach

.

.

I.Ex. 74, Attachment, at 1.

1I

39. The specific reference to an ALARA standard inthe paragraph dealing wl
the rerediation of pis, drain lines and ductwork, combined with the absence of ay

.mention of ALARA in the preceding paragraph dealing with surfaces, evidences a clear
intent that the ALARA approach is applicable only to pipes, drain lines and ductwork, I
and not to surrfaces within retired as that maybe used for future licensed activities.
40. This interpretation is, moreover, the one that the NRC appears to have
adopted. In discussing the remediation criteria applicable to the retired facilities at Waltz
Mill, the NRC's most recent Inspection Report states that NRC accepted CBS's "propospd
specific, quantified criteria for remediation," which, for 'arnes where future licensed

'

activities maybe conductedh is 4x. t. Ex. 50, NRC Inspection Report (April 22, 2004j,
at 4.

41. Viacom's counter argument- that Richard Smith, the CBS employee wbh
authorized the submission of the June: 18, 1998 letter and Attachment to the NRC, die so.
on the understanding that the 4x criteria was simply a goal and ALARA could be use4 to
justify higher levels of surface contamination (Smith Testimony, at 1048, 1066) - is!
beside the voint and in addition appears to be iqconsistent with the NRC's use of the
ALARA concept. The plain language of the Attachment is different from Mr. Smith'
understanding, and it is the plain language, which NRC approved, that is controlling.
Lee,

Klein's Mving &A
Storage. Inc,. y,

eort Ins.CoM., 766 N.Y.S.2d 495. 1 ;6

Misc. 2d 735 (2003) (contract should be interpreted according to its plain language).
Moreover, Jim Lieberman, the former Director of Enforcemnent for the NRC, explainI
that ALARA is used to determine whether it is feasible to reduce the level of
radioactivity below that specified in a NRC-approved plan. Lieberman Direct at 5. Itjs
not used 'to allow a regulated party, without prior NRC review, to be able to increse
dose levels or relax cleanup criteria from previously approved levels based on the par 's
notion of wbat might be AIARA."H

Ld. at 9.

42. Viacom and Wesringhourse agree that many surfaces in the retired facilities
have not been remediated to 4X, although Viacom claims to bave spent about $93 mifli 311
on the remediation project. Smith Testimony, at 1122-23. That is confirmed by the N C
Inspection Report. Although the NRC inspector recognized that "acabbling tfforts
removed substantial amounts of contamination in the top layers of concrete," be

o Viacom's expert likcwise testified that although there are circumstances under whict
the NRC may allow a licensee to use an ALARA analysis to exceed the contamination
levels specified in a license or NRC regulation, "there has to be communication up fron

on any issue in a licensLe," ond a licensee is not free to decide, for itself, how to interpre
the license. Testimony of Dr. Michael T. Ryan, Tune 17,2004, at 594.
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I
nevertheless concluded that the "as left" conditons
for many of the areas do not medt the

4x criteria. Jt. Ex. 50, at 6,9.
43. At this point, Westinghouse requests this Pane!to
declare that Viacom his
breached its remediation obligations in Section
8.1(a) the APA and to hold a hearing to
determine the damages that Westinghouse is
due. Westinghouse alleges that it is entitled
to a monetary aswnu- eqtal to the amount of
money that Wesinghouse would have tol
spend if it were to remediare all of the retired
facilities to 4x or to Ix in the case of thi se
facilities for which Westinghouse now claims
to have no future licensed use.
44. We do not address the question wh.ther
Viacom breachd its remediatior
obligations at this time, because a finding as
to whether or not a breach has occurred
wotdrnot affect the conclusions set forth in this
Initial Arbitration Opinion and Orde
4S. At this point In the proceedings, however,
we find that Viacom has not
remnediated all of the retired facilities to 4x, as
required by the NRC approved criteria
the Attachment to the J]ne 18, 1998 letter. We
also note that we do not condone
Viaco.'s evident decision to take matters into
its own hands by unilaterally determini ig
that it did not Ware to decontaminate the surfaces
to 4x but could stop when it believed
the surfaces were decontaminated to an ALARA
standard that, as discussed above
at ¶¶ 37-39), was not contained in the criteria that
Viacom (then CBS) bad proposed4
the NRC had approved. As the experts from both
parties testified at the healing, a
regulated party cannot resolve for itself, without
NRC approval, such questions
concerning compliance with NRC requirements.
j; mm at 1 41 & n. 10.
46. At this point in the proceeding, however, we
are riot prepared to hold that
Viaco•n must pay Westinghouse the sum of money
necessary to remediate all surfaces
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the retired facWlities at Waltz Mill to 4x, or to Ix in the case of those facilities for whicl
Westinghouse now claims to bave no future licensed use. As an initial matter, wt are; iot
persuaded that Viacom is obligated under the APA to remediate the retired facilities to Ix
(the free release criteria) instead of to 4x. As explained above (w= at ¶ 8), during
negotiations over the APA, CBS rpeatedlv told Wictf;"hnihen. that the SNM-770
Remediation Plan pending before the NRC was not a decommissioning plan, but ratheý
was a plan to reinediate the retired facilities to a level where they could be used tor turare
licensed activities. CBS made these same representations to the NRC in early 1999, A1er

the APA was signed and the NRC bad approved the remediation criteria in the
Attachment to the June 19, 1998 letter. Seet. Ex. 20, Lette from A.Joseph Nait

Mark C.Robert (Aug. 12, 1998), Attachment at WBC 016533-34; It. Ex. 29, at 299, 32
(comments of Joseph Nardi at NRC Public Workshop). Moreover, after the sale clost
and Westinghouse took control of the Waltz Mill site in March 1999, Westinghouse
initially told the NRC that its plan for the retired failities was to "reduce radiation and
contamination levels for continued licemed use.m JL Ex. 80, at WEC 015705. If
Westinghouse now wants to change its mind and declare that some of these facilities hi ve
no future licensed use, it may do so, but under the APA, Viacom is not responsible for
remediating these facilities to Ix.
47. Nor are we inclined to hold a hearing at this fime to determine the cost of
remediating all of the surfaces in the retired facilities to 4i, because it appears that
additional NRC approvals would be needed to conduct such further remediation. and we,
do not know what those-approvals-woutd-ponrtir-rquie.-Thel0timony presented aj
me nearing reveals that some surfaces in the retired facilities cannot be decontaminate to
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4x using methods permitted by the SNM-770 licnse, and, thererbre, the rernediation

cannot be completed in the manner proposed by CBS and approved by the NRC.
48. When CBS proposed the 4x criteria to the NRC, all of the professionals
involved with the remediation project believed that it was possible to remediate the
surfaces in the retired facilities to 4x using the techniques that CBS planned to use in ha
remediation project. S~e Nardi Testimony, at 305; Vogel Testimony, at 436-37; Smil
Testimony, at 1192. Moreover, theNRC, inits August 21, 1998 approval of these
criteria, stated that the remediation was to be done pursuant to the license. Jt. Ex. 78.
49. As the remediation progressed, however, it became apparent that the
contamination was much deeper inthe concrete insome areas than the initial
characterization studies had shown. &e.Nardi Testimony, at 305-06; Smith Testimon',
at 1196-97. Based on this new information, Westinghouse's remediation experts now
recommend that the best way to achieve the 4x criteria insome buildings would be to
demolish the buildings." Nardi Testimony, at 393. But Westinghouse concedes that ,is
cannot be done under the existing SNM-770 license. Ld. Viacomn likewise contends

th t

for at least some of the iretired facilities. there ire structur alnd other technical reasons!
why it isnot practical to achieve 4x. Smith Testimony, at 1202-03.
50. Thus, at this point, we are not prepared to bold that Viacom must pay
Westinghouse the cost of remediating all surfaces inthe retired facilties to 4x. As
ViRom points out in its post-bearing memoranda, this could result in a situation in whijzh
"

These expert reports were not presented to the Panel during the hearing, but the

witnesses did refer to the reports in general terms. And Counsel stated that
"Westinghouse's position is that the most efficient and economic approach to the U
criteria would involve some demolition that might require an amendment to the Plans,
one or both of the Plans, with respect to methodology.' Tr. at 1100.
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Viacom pays Westinghouse to complete a remediation project that the NRC does not[
require, or even permit, to be completed.
51. But we are likewise

not prepared to hold that Viacom has already done

enough remnediation, when the NRC could disagree and order Westinghouse, as the
licensee, to perform additional work to remediate these facilities to 4x; a specified le4
closer to 4x than they currently arc; or possibly, in certain cases, a level justified by al
ALARA analysis if the NRC were to deternine that such an ALARA approach were
proper.

52. Instead, we believe that in order to proceed with this arbitration and enabl{
this Panel to fashion an appropriate remedy for the Parties' commercial dispute? jt is.
necessary to obtain guidance from the NRC about the scope of the NRC's rezulatorv
requirements - the extent of remediation that isrequired at this intermediate phase oft

c

SNM-770 license, when the Waltz Mill site continues to be used for licensed activities
and whether that required remednation has been fully performed. The critical point f§o as
Js that the NRC la the regulatory#rsponility and authority to decide thi extnt to;

whieb'the retired facilities should be remcdiated at tbis.i.i,-.and what, if any, addition

11

.. remedaionmlay be deferred until final decommissioning..
53. The NRC Diretor's Decision, It. Ex. 41, clearly indicates that we should

look to the NRC for such guidance before proceeding furthcr. As the Director's Decisi
notes, Westinghouse and Viacom have'chosen arbitration as the dispute resolution
process to "resolve the parties' dispute Ls to their respective responsibilities for
completing decommissioning of the WTR inaccordance with the approved
decommissioning plans."

Ex. 41, at 12. Hence, the Director's Decision concludes,
Et.

)n

"NC has assurance that its requirements will be met and that the required transfer w1l
take place in due course. NRC retuins the final responsibility and authority over the
WIR and the Waltz Mill Service Center because it will approve the licensing actions ibat

follow the implementation of the decisions of the arbitration panel." Ld. It is thus forl he
NRC.to define the substance bf th6 NRCI; i iiiiements and determine whether they

...•avc been met while it is-the responsibiliry of this Panel.to essign economic
.Tsponm'bility to the Parties for performing according'to the substantive requirements,
..spelled out by,the NRC.
54. The StaffgResponse to Comments on Proposed Director's Decision on

Viawom 2.206 Petition Concerning the Waltz Mill Service Center, Madison, Pa., Xt.
42, makes the same point. In the words of the Staff Response, "NRC staff cannot and
noYdelegated its duties to the arbitration panel, as'bie NRC retains the responsibility a I

authority to approve the licensing actions and ensure that its regulatory rcquiremcnts
continue to be met." JX Ex. 42, at 12.

55. Moreover, we'find that the parties, in entering into the APA, agreed that tI+
1

would divide their respective liabilities along the lines drawn by the NRC, with
CBS/Viacom being responsible for the partial remediation of facilities to a standard
determined by the NRC to be consistent With their future licensed use, and
BNFLfWestinghouse being responsible for the final decommissioning upon terminatiol

of the SNM-770 license. As explained above, both BNFL and CBS recognized that NR C
might draw the line at a level of remediation more exacting and costly, or less, than theji
desired, but, as Mr. Rodgers testified for BNFL, they ultimately "agreed to accept the
level of remediation that the NRC approved.V Rodgers Testimony, at 153.
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56. Our decision to request rulings from the NRC is not made lightly, becau e we
recognize that the parties agreed, in Section 8.8 of the APA, to arbitrate "[a]ny dispu e as
to the scope of the work or the type of Remedial Action ... or the matters concernin the
Waltz Mill Service Center described iri (Section 8.1(n) of the APA]." Jt. Ex. 17, at f 7.
As Westinghouse notes, this arbitration clause plainly covers disputes about thc .oof
a remedial action to be taken by a party pursuant to its obligation under the APA. W
would not hesitate to assign responsibility for a scope of work or remedial action reqt ired
by the NRC. However, the difficulty that confronts us is that unexpected data produ-

during the remediation process has made it clear that et least some of the surfaces can ot
be remediated to the standard approved by the NRC (that is, to 4x using techniques
penrnitted under the license), and we ar not confident that our resolution of the partii
disputes about the ALARA analyses that Viacom'prepared tojustify the as4-lef condit
of both surfaces and penetrations in the retired facilities, without further guidance froL
the NRC, would properly enforce the rights and obligations that the Parties bargined or
in 4e APA.

57. As Westinghouse' counsel noted at the hearing, "the structures [at Waltz
Mill] are stil contaminated1 and so farms the NRC is conce-ned, the contamination
remaining in those structures covered by the SNM-770 license is the responsibility of t 4
NRC licensee, Westinghouse." Tr. at 1257. Thus, even if this Panel were to hold that n
ALARA analysis for a particular penetration were adequate, or that an ALARA approa b
justified no further remediation work for surfaces at this time, that would not insulate
Westinghouse from potential liability to the NRC. But it was precisely because
Westinghouse did not want the NRC to look to Westinghouse to rcniediate what
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Westinghouse viewed as the "legacy contamination" at Waltz Mill that CBSINViacol
agreed, in Section 8.1(a) of the APA, "to Continue to be obligor with respect to
responstIbility and liability for implementing the Plans" and to "so advise the NRC." Jt.
Ex. 17, at 110.
58. In addition, Viacom continues to provide the NRC with financial assurance
for completion of the remediation of the retired facilities under the SNM-770 license and
only the NRC has authority to release (or draw on) that financial assurance. §

M a at

% 15-16. A holding by this Panel that Viacom has completed its remrediati on oblia ions
under the NMM-770 Plan (or would complete its obligations upon payment of a "pecd ed
daunage award to compensate Westinghouse for work the Panel finds Viacorn has
erroneously failed to do) would not be binding on the NRC, and thus the NRC could

refuse to release Viacom from its financial assurance until additional work isdone.
59. In agreeing that CBSrV'acom would be the obligor and would provide
financial assurance to the NRC for the completion of the rernediation of the retired
facilities under the SNM-770 Plan, the parties to the APA necessarily understood that

e

NRC would detcrmine when CBSAViacom had completed the required remediation w4 rk
required by the Plans. That is confirmed by the sentence in Section g.1(a) requiring

Vestinghouse to afford CBSNiacom access to the Waltz Mill site "until such time as Ie
Plans have been completed and NRC has approved completion of the Plans." JX.Ex. 1ii,
at 111.
60. Inlight of the nature of the dispute over the rcmediadon critcria and the fajt

that the parties rcco•nized that the NRC. in its remulatory capmty, Will have to a1=rov4
completion of the Plans, we believe it appropriate to seek guidance from the NRC bef*e
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We issue any final relief in this arbitration proceeding. In this regard, wc note that
Section 8.1(a) oftbe APA gave CBStViacom "the responsibility and sole and exci

';ve

authority to negoriate with and respond to the NRC... with respect to any issues - •ich
may arise during implementation of the Plans," JL Ex. 17, at 110. Westinghouse hi 9 the
right to "review and provide CBS with written comments in a reasonable time prior to

trasmission of plans, reports and subrmissions to the NRC," while CBSfViacohn

to

"review and in good faith consider" Westinghouse'&comments. Ld. But we also no that
the NRC has indicated that it will accept requests for license amendments only from ts
licensee, Westinghouse.

er LVj at n.8.

61. Therefo, to avoid any confusion, disagrements, or procedural delay in
seeking the necessary guidance from the NRC, we gave the Parties an opportunity to
comment on the Order that we proposed to issue'as pa.t of this Initial Arbitration Op ion
and Order.

62. Both Parties filed letters to the Panel, dated September 10, 2004. advisin that
neither Party requested any revision or change to the Panel's proposed Order.
IV. Orde
For the foregoing reasons, we hereby Order that:

1. The parties shall forthwith joinly file with the NRC a copy of this Initial
Arbiration Opinion and Order; and
2. Thne parties shall forthwithjifnlly request that the NRC answer the followi4

questions:
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a. Whether the TR-2 Plan has been satisfactorily
completed. If not, what furtber rermediation rer.mik.s to be

!

done; and
b. Whether the SNM-770 Plan has been satisfactorily
completed. Ifnot, what further remediation remains to be
done.
3. In seeking answers by the NRC to the foregoing questions, the Partics shI
present their respective arguments and evidence to the NRC in accordanco with
procedural rules in existence or to be established by the NMC wjiich ensure that both
Partec have an quazl opportunity to be fully heard by the NRC."Z Copies of such
submissions shall be provided to the Panel.
4. The Panel recognizes that the answers by the NRC to the foregoing questils
will be rendered by the NRC in the p cbupJL fArm that the NRC deems. _pprooriate.
The Panel respectfiully requests that the NRC answer the quosnons as soon as practicae.
5. Upon the issuance of answers by the NRC to the forgoing questions, the
Parties shal forthwith advise the Panel of those answers. At that time, the Panel shall
consult with the Parties concerning the issues that may then require arbitration.

Some version ofthis procedure appears to have been followed in the inspection
process (where the inspector noted thatboth Viacom and Westinghouse submitted
documentation concerning the radiological status of the Waltz Mill site, JA. Ex 50. at I
and in the pioceedings on Viacom's petition to terminate the TR-2 license, which is no,
Pending before the NRC (Lee v.n at ¶ 33).
'
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Panel retains jurisdiction over this arbitration for the purposes of this Order and su
possible further arbitration proceedings.

SO ORDERED this 14th day of Septemrbr, 2004.

Patricia M. Wald
Chair of the Panel

Gerald Cliuroff
Member of the Panel

Steven S. Honigman

Member of the Panel
Documt i: 1423166 v.I
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